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professionals, laboratories, and larger groups such as companies, who are interested in
surveillance of cardiovascular risk factors. A few previously mentioned bugs in the
graphics portion of the program need to be ironed out before an enthusiastic en-
dorsement can be given.
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BUILDING A MEDICAL VOCABULARY. A MICROCOMPUTER COURSE. BUILDING A
MEDICAL VOCABULARY. A MICROCOMPUTER REVIEW COURSE. By Peggy C. Leonard.
Philadelphia, PA, W.B. Saunders Company, 1984. Both courses include 20-page
manuals and run on IBM PC or compatible machines; the microcomputer course, 18
disks, $495.00; the microcomputer review course, 6 disks, $195.00. $595.00 the set.
In the "post-Latin" era of medical students, the process of acquiring a medical
vocabulary is largely an osmotic one. Vocabularies produced by osmosis are limited by
exposure: a new word is a foreign word. A more organized approach to a medical
vocabulary, through the study of prefixes, suffixes, word root meanings, and construc-
tion, could equip the student powerfully to understand commonly used words more
precisely and new words by analyzing their component parts. This program attempts to
teach a medical vocabulary etymologically, promising a vocabulary numbering well
over ten thousand words while learning only a minimal number ofcomponent parts.
The 18-disk course works as an on-screen programmed text: a sentence or two
introduces information, an incomplete sentence follows, and the student completes the
sentence. The program awards "points" for correctly completing sentences and a
running total flashes periodically. Twelve chapters divide the course material (based
on the bookBuildinga Medical Vocabulary, by Peggy C. Leonard). The chapter titles
include: Fields of Medicine, External Anatomy, Blood, Circulatory and Lymphatic
Systems, Respiratory System, Digestive System, Urinary System, Reproductive
System, Muscular and Skeletal System, Nervous System, Integumentary System, and
Endocrine System. The six-diskette review follows the same chapter sequence as the
long course and tests the student's learning in two ways. A timed multiple-choice test
makes up the first half of a chapter review and is followed by a definitional section
similar to the fill-in-the-blank sentence format ofthe long course. After each halfof a
chapter review, the score is shown and the program evaluates the student's progress
based on that score.
Aside from my personal distaste for programmed education, the course and the
review suffer from some major limitations. After working through all 18 diskettes, I
am still uncertain for what audience the author was aiming. The material range is
enormous, covering the most basic prefixes and suffixes of the English language (e.g.,
anti-, en-, -ic, -al) with the same zeal as the more specialized terms of medicine (e.g.,
blephar/o-, omphal/o, dactyl). At times the instruction is satisfying, illustrating or
amplifying the meaning ofnew words. Moreoften, the program introduces a new word
explicitly with a short, unimaginative definition and the student "learns" by typing the
new word in response to two or three inane incomplete sentences. An average diskette
takes 30 to 40 minutes to complete (limited, to some degree, by one's typing speed). I
think a better approach is to start with the review course. The multiple-choiceSOFTWARE REVIEWS 301
questions enliven the program, and the definitional questions are reasonably thorough
and straightforward. After completing a chapter review, the student may rectify
specific deficiencies by working through the corresponding chapter in the long course.
I have to admit my medical vocabulary did improvequalitatively and quantitatively,
thanks to the Building a Medical Vocabulary program, though the return on time
investment was quite low. This program might be a useful diagnostic and didactic tool
for first-year health professional students who stand to gain the most as they begin to
assemble a medical vocabulary.
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